Abstract
Introduction
One o f e ffective tools used to solve the pr oblem of n onlinear control is adaptive fuzzy technique. Since adaptive fuzzy technique was proposed in [1] , lots of extensions have been reported, see, e.g. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , and references therein. Adaptive fuzzy technique has been proven to be a p owerful tool for dealing with u ncertainties in r ecursive structured systems. Ada ptive fuzzy log ic s ystems can unifor mly approximate n onlinear con tinuous functions to ar bitrary ac curacy. Th e main a dvantage o f adapt ive fuzzy logic systems is that they can sufficiently make use of the linguistic information and the expert information. The basic idea of adaptive fuzzy logic systems is to model uncertain nonlinear systems by a s et o f fuzzy " if-then" rule s. W hen a proper control is given to the model, an anti cipant output i s appropriately produced from the nonlinear systems. Several adaptive fuzzy control schemes have been introduced to control SISO nonlinear systems [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , and the control schemes make nonlinear systems uniformly ultimately bounded. In [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , adaptive fuzzy controllers of MIMO nonlinear systems are designed t o guar antee that the system o utputs coul d track the antici pant signals. To further r elax the conservatism of fuzzy modeling, type-2 fuzzy logic systems are proposed in [19] . Type-2 fuzzy logic systems hav e been also success fully used in no nlinear con trol [20] [21] . Mo reover, f uzzy method and intelligent methods are also combined and applied in engineer systems [22] [23] .
However, it i s in evitable that many k inds of time-delay f actors ex ist i n p ractical engineering systems. Delay behavior may be caused by the measuring device, the measuring process, the con trol components a nd the ac tuator. For ex ample, th e r obotic manipulator system h as t he delay behavior between the l inks. Time-delay also exists in electrical netw orks turbojet engines and nuclear reactors, etc. Its exi stence is of ten a source of i nstability and p oor perf ormance. Theref ore, t he probl em of stability for the n onlinear t ime-delay systems has at tracted considerable attention. Ba sed o n ad aptive technique, the papers [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] proposed several effective control schemes. In [24] [25] , authors presented two adaptive state f eedback controllers of uncertain dynamical systems with the upper b ound of timedelay functions. The adaptive fuzzy control was designed for a class of nonlinear time-delay systems with t he correlated f unction i n [26] . In [27] [28] [29] , the c ontrol schemes combine fuzzy con trol an d backstepping approach. To fu rther relax t he con servatism of ada ptive fuzzy modeling, an ad aptive control scheme using type-2 fuzzy logic systems was developed to control SISO nonlinear time-delay systems in [30] . How ever, the approach r equires a la rge nu mber of weights, which r esults in unacceptably large learning time. The stability problem of MIMO nonlinear systems is more difficult because of the existence of coupling factors. Motivated by these works, the goal of the paper is to present a new adaptive fuzzy tracking control scheme for a class of MIMO unc ertain n onlinear ti me-delay s ystems. In the new method, adaptive time-delay fuzzy logic systems are co nstructed and used to approximate the uncertain unknown timedelay functions based on which a fuzzy control ler is desi gned. The  H compensator is designed to eliminate fuzzy approximation errors and external disturbances. The adaptive laws for parameters are given by th e tracking err or. The error closed-loop s ystem sat isfies the ant icipant  H tracking performance. Simulation results demonstrate that the control scheme is effective.
Problem formulation
Consider the following MIMO uncertian nonlinear time-delay systems
where x , u and y are the sy stem state vector, control inp ut vec tor and ou tput vector, respectively; 
Control objectives: Determine a feedback controller and adaptive laws of the parameters such that the error closed loop system satisfies the anticipant  H tracking performance. Meanwhile, the outputs of the system could fast track the given reference signals.
Assumption:
is nonsingular.
Adaptive time-delay fuzzy logic systems
Employing the u niversal app roximation p roperty of fuzzy log ic systems for nonlinear continuous f unctions, w e construct ada ptive time -delay f uzzy l ogic systems to app roximate the u ncertain u nknown t ime-delay f unctions. Th e ap proximation f or the kth element of t he vector function
is of the following form: as follows:
where
, weighs 1  , 2  are adjustable parameters.
Define the estimation errors of the parameters can be expressed as
where 2 1 , w w are the residual terms.
Controller design
A fuzzy controller is chosen as Applying (7) to (2), we obtain the tracking error dynamic equation
Define the optimal parameters
The optimal approximation error is defined as d w w   . Using (5), (6), the error dynamic equation of the observer is rewritten as 
Choosing the parameter adaptive laws by use of the tracking error
where 1  and 2  are positive constants.
The compensator
The symmetric and positive definite matrix P could be got by the following Riccati equation
, Q is a symmetric and positive definite matrix. Theorem1: For the nonlinear system (1), the adaptive fuzzy controller is chosen as (8) with the timedelay fuzzy logic systems (4), the parameter adaptive laws (12) and (13) and the compensator (14) , then the error closed loop system satisfies  H tracking performance 
Noting that
,we can rearrange (16) by use of (12) and ( 
Then the error closed-loop system is stable.
Integrating (17) in
Simulation example
Consider the 2-link manipulator in [25] 
is the external disturbance, d is random noise with zero mean and variance 0.05, and d is bounded. The detailed date are in [31] . 
In (12-13), the parameters 2 . Seven fuzzy rules are defined in adaptive fuzzy logic systems .
: 
Conclusion
This paper p resents a n ew a daptive fuzzy sche me f or MIM O un certain no nlinear timedelay s ystems. Adap tive ti me-delay fuzzy logic sy stems are im plemented to mode l the nonlinear systems. Theory analysis verifies the feasibility of the p roposed control scheme and simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed control scheme.
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